












can, and price it accordingly. It costs a
company a lot of money if you get
returns and have to replace limbs, and
dealers don’t want that headache,
they want something reliable.”

Ryan Martin knows what dealers
want in a bow, because his role has
expanded to have him work with the
sales reps and to personally call on
large accounts and service a territory
of his own. Two weeks before I visited,
Ryan and Scott Landwehr had been in
Minneapolis to preview the 2008 line
for the William B. Gartland sales rep
group. A week before my visit Ryan
presented the 2008 line to the buyers
for Sportsman’s Warehouse, and visit-
ed Jake’s Archery and retailers in the
Salt Lake City area. After I left Martin
to head for home, Ryan would take a
late flight to Reno, so he could go over
products and programs with the Wild
West Marketing Group. “Then next
week I’m on the road. I have a really
small territory, nothing like our reps
do, and I don’t collect a commission. I
do it to try to get the experience of
what our reps are up against. I go into
the dealers, shake their hands, see

what they’ve got to work with and
who they’re competing with.”

Martin is asking all its Pro Series
retailers to renew their contracts this
year, which prohibits them from sell-
ing on-line or in most cases from
shipping a bow to a customer. In turn
Martin provides support for store
shooters, a dealer kit that includes
decals and certificates, a protected
territory and some very attractive
pricing.

“The Pro Series has a Minimum
Advertised Price and a Suggested
Retail Price,” Ryan noted. The best
prices to dealers are what are referred
to as the COD prices: It’s what you buy
at when you pay by COD or credit
card. The net 60 price, meaning pay-
ment is due 60 days from invoicing, is
a step up from the COD price. Ryan
pointed out Martin calculates its MAP
30 to 35 percent above the net 60
price, instead of basing it off the low-
est possible price. Yet Pro Series deal-
ers automatically pay the COD price,
giving them a larger profit margin. Or
they can choose the option of being
billed at the net 60 price, and being
given until fall to pay the invoice. “If
they take us up on our best pricing,
they’ll be getting 40 percent margin
even when they sell bows at the lowest

advertised price,” he said.
Those Pro Series dealers will also

be getting Martin’s most advanced
products. Ryan’s familiarity with the
design and manufacturing process
was apparent as we talked about the
unusual limb mounting system you’ll
see on the Firecat and Moab, two
bows that are limited to Pro Series
dealers.  “We’ve been asked by our
customers for a few years for a limb
cup that rotated, as opposed to a fixed
one. It never made sense for us to
rotate the entire end of the cup and
have a large side load on the limb bolt
and have there be play between the
limb cup and the riser. For us it was
always more important to have the
limbs exactly aligned, whether they
were buying a basic Martin bow to go
hunting with or they were getting
ready to compete in Vegas.”

Martin’s design team realized
people were getting used to seeing
limb cups where the sides had been
machined away, and it went a step far-
ther to develop a Roto Limb Cup
which has no end cup at all. The bow
weight is adjusted by a limb bolt that
still goes through a rotating barrel bolt
to allow a full 15 pounds of adjust-
ment. It’s aligned on that bolt and
about three inches further back,

Martin design team member Ken
Melhus holds a DVD on the bow-
building process he did the photog-
raphy for, in front of a green
knock-out screen Martin has used
for TV commercials. At right, Ken’s
assistant in preparing Martin’s big
catalog is Kurt Dewitt. Above, this
new logo Ken and Terry Martin
developed will go on accessories
destined for mounting on more
than just Martin bows.
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where stainless steel pins aligning the
limb rotate on hidden components.
It’s as precise as the system Martin has
been using on models like the Bengal,
Ryan said, looks cleaner and con-
tributes to the light 3.6 pound mass
weight of the new Firecat.

The Firecat and Moab are built on
identical risers, which sport trim new
grips and a new sound-dampening
riser plate, both molded from the
same vibration dampening material
the company has been using in its
riser mounted Vibration Escape
Modules. “One of the problems with
our older Thermal II grip was it was
kind of thick out the back,” Ryan
admitted. “On our new bows we were
going for a thinner, sleeker feel. This
material can be molded very thin, as
we do for our new arrow shelf. But we
didn’t want that polymer to be what
the shooter was pressing their hand
against: We wanted something really
solid with good thermal properties.”
The design team settled on black
leather for the back of the grip, com-
bining it with a molded portion that
wraps the front and sides. Ryan got
the inspiration for the attractive bars
on the molded portion of the new grip
from the grill on his BMW dual sport
motorcycle.

While risers are identical on the
Firecat and MOAB, feel and perfor-
mance of the bows are radically differ-
ent. The CAT Cam used on the Firecat
incorporates Cam Assisted Timing,
and is a hybrid system developed with
technology licensed from Rex
Darlington of Darton Archery. It pro-
duces an aggressive force draw curve
and helps the bow generate adver-
tised speeds of 335 fps despite its gen-
erous 7 inch brace height. The Firecat
was a breakthrough model for Martin
in the mid-90s, Ken Melhus reminded
me when I sat down with him and
Jake Richmond, and so that was the
perfect name for a new speed bow
that has been in the works since the
2007 ATA Show.

PSE’s success in attracting interest
with the very fast X Force on the
Atlanta show floor is part of what con-

vinced Martin the market was keen
for a new speed bow, Jake said. “We
wanted it to be in the 340 fps range.
The 2008 Bengal shoots 315 fps, so
you’re talking 25 fps faster with a
Firecat. There are a lot of fast bows out
there but where I think we’re going to
gain sales is with a price point of
$599.”

While the Firecat is exactly what a
lot of bowhunters will want in 2008,
Jake said he personally prefers shoot-
ing the MOAB. That bow uses the
company’s M-Pro single cam and is
set up for a much softer draw cycle.
“I’d say drawing a 70 pound MOAB
feels comparable to drawing a 60
pound Firecat. But then Scott
Landwehr loves the Firecat, he’s been
shooting one for months.”

“If you can get a bow that is fast
enough it will get a lot of  ‘street cred’”
Ken added. “A lot of people will come
into a Martin dealer and ask ‘what’s
the fastest bow, but they don’t neces-
sarily want the fastest bow after they
draw it back. With a MOAB, the dealer
can say ‘We’ll, here’s a bow with the
same specifications that’s easier to
work with.’” It’s also easier to afford.
Because Martin is fully paid up on the
single cam patent, it can price the
MOAB at $479. 

That’s also why you’ll see a minia-
ture M-Pro single cam on the new and
unique Tiger kid’s bow, one designed
with minimal letoff so you can shoot it
anywhere from 14 to 22 inches in
draw length. That bow started with
Ryan and Jake sketching on a blank
sheet of paper, then progressed to two
dimensional drawings in the
Illustrator program Ryan prefers for
it’s free flowing capabilities. He loaded
the two-dimensional design for a
molded shoot-through riser with
graphic elements like miniature VEMs
provided by Ken Melhus, then turned
the file over to Jake. 

Jake works in Solid Works, a 3-D
modeling program, and generated
files that could be rotated and viewed
from every direction. When every-
body on the design team was happy
with the Tiger’s design, Jake emailed it
to a vendor who formed parts using
the Stereo Lithography process that
hardens resin with laser beams. (If this
had been an adult bow with metal

riser and components, head machin-
ist Aaron Hamilton would have taken
Jake’s Solid Works file and reworked it
into the computer files that drive the
CNC machines for Martin and its ven-
dors.)

The SLA parts are what Martin’s
staff used to assemble the first proto-
types to assure that everything fit the
way it was supposed to after the film
dip was applied. Ken then used the
SLA bow to get photos for the 2008
catalog, many weeks before the tool
would be ready so a vendor could start
injection molding the shoot-through
risers of glass filled nylon. 

We could draw the bow assem-
bled from its SLA components in
Ryan’s office, because the little Tiger
only will be offered in 10 and 20
pound draw weights. But for a little
bow, it can make a big impact on
Martin’s bottom line. “We sell tons of
kids bows, but since someone makes
them for us, it doesn’t help Martin that
much,” Ryan confided. “Our reps said
there was a huge need for a bow of this
type, and I worked with our R&D team
to make sure it looks as much like
dad’s bow as possible. We modeled it
after our Slayer.”

“Normally bows of this size are all

The design team Terry Martin leads pulls
good ideas from wherever they’re avail-
able. Jake Richmond operates the Solid
Works 3D modeling program for Martin,
but his life-long interest in sketching
wildlife is responsible for some of the lines
you see in Martin risers. He’s holding risers
formed by the resin-and-laser SLA process.






